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I hope that the Workshop will consider the issue of prescription pet food.  
 
I am a pet owner. My cat has kidney and thyroid problems, and the veterinarian 
prescribes Hill's Prescription Diet feline food. This prescription pet food is very 
expensive, and I will have to buy it for my cat for the rest of his life. The problem: 
I can buy it only from a veterinarian.  
 
I contacted Hill's by using on online form, asking why I cannot buy this 
prescription food elsewhere, such as a pet supply store. They responded by an 
email, which I am attaching here. PLEASE read that email. I think you will agree 
that the rationale they give is EXACTLY the same as the rationale that contact 
lens manufacturers used to give for their requirement that contact lens be 
purchased directly from eye doctors. 
 
I responded to that email with these questions: "But why can't I get a prescription 
from my vet and fill it elsewhere? Why do I have to get both the written 
prescription and the food from my vet?" Hill's email response, which I have also 
attached, suggests that I try to buy the pet food from another vet who is not 
treating my cat. That is a very frustrating response, since it directly contradicts 
their (unacceptable) rationale that the pet food needs to be prescribed and 
provided by a treating vet. 
 
I responded to their second email by saying: "Thanks for the response, but this 
still does not make sense to me. Why can't I buy the k/d cat food at a pet food 
store or even a pharmacy that sells medication for pets, as long as I have a 
prescription from my vet?" Hill's never responded to that question.  
 
So again, please consider prescription pet food in your workshop, not just 
traditional prescription medications.  
 
Thank you. 
 

 


